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The theory of nonsmooth dynamical systems (NSDS) has been fastly developed in recent years due to the

extensive range of phenomena which present discontinuous motion and, thus, it has become a common frontier

between Mathematics, Physics and Engineering.

More specifically, the structural stability of a NSDS is a very active research topic due to the interest to know

the efficiency of a model with respect to the initial conditions and parameters. Nevertheless, in higher dimension,

a NSDS may present a very rich and complex dynamics, which makes it very difficult to classify the structurally

stable systems.

Let M be an oriented compact 3-manifold, and let Σ be an embedded submanifold of M with codimension one

which is connected and simply connected. Denote the set of all nonsmooth vector fields Z = (X,Y ) on M with

switching manifold Σ by Ωr(M).

In this work, aspects of the structural stability in Ωr(M) are studied. We characterize the typical tangency sets

persisting on small perturbations. In addition, we introduce a concept of semi-local structural stability around the

whole switching manifold and we present a characterization theorem for a class of semi-local structurally stable

NSDS.
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